Abstract Machine translation (MT) quality is generally measured via automatic metrics, producing scores that have no meaning for translators who are required to post-edit MT output or for project managers who have to plan and budget for translation projects. This paper investigates correlations between two such automatic metrics (general text matcher and translation edit rate) and post-editing productivity. For the purposes of this paper, productivity is measured via processing speed and cognitive measures of effort using eye tracking as a tool. Processing speed, average fixation time and count are found to correlate well with the scores for groups of segments. Segments with high GTM and TER scores require substantially less time and cognitive effort than medium or low-scoring segments. Future research involving score thresholds and confidence estimation is suggested.
opposed to translate or revise human translations that are recycled through translation memory systems. Although already mentioned in the 1980s and 1990s, post-editing is still a relatively new task, which is different from translation and traditional revision (McElhaney and Vasconcellos 1988) . Recent research and reports from industry indicate that it is possible to increase productivity by using MT and post-editing (O'Brien 2007; Takako et al. 2007; Guerberof 2009; Groves and Schmidtke 2009; Tatsumi 2009; Plitt and Masselot 2010; de Almeida and O'Brien 2010) . However, it is not yet clear what productivity can be realistically expected from a post-editor (the term we will use here to refer to a translator who engages in a post-editing task). Organisations implementing MT are now searching for cost and productivity models for post-editing. While the downward pressure is impalatable for translators, it appears to be somewhat inevitable (Garcia 2009 ). Rather than turn a blind eye, the translation profession ought to engage with this development so that cost and productivity models are not unrealistic and, ultimately, technical translators can continue to make a living.
This paper examines two of the metrics used by the MT development and user communities to predict the "quality" of raw MT output and tests the correlations between these two measures and post-editing productivity. One cold economic explanation of the term "productivity" is the ratio of the quantity and quality of units produced to the labour required per unit of time (Fellbaum 1998-Wordnet) . While many traditional translation scholars would baulk at such a cold conceptualisation of translation, it is true that the speed with which translated material is produced and the subsequent quality is a major concern of many organisations who have translation needs (commercial, governmental and non-governmental) and it is therefore important to both clients and translators that productivity be discussed. Here we expand on the explanation of productivity given above and take post-editing productivity to mean not only the ratio of quantity and quality to time, but also to the cognitive effort expended. We understand "effort" to be inversely related to productivity. In other words, the higher the effort, the lower the productivity. Our focus in this paper is on temporal and cognitive effort. An analysis of the quality of the post-edited text is beyond the scope of the paper.
MT developers and quality predictions
There is a vast body of literature on machine translation evaluation (e.g. King et al. 2003; White 2003; Callison-Burch et al. 2008 etc.) , which we cannot discuss in detail here. In summary, the trend has moved away from human evaluation, which is timeand cost-intensive, towards automatic methods of evaluation.
Currently, the most common of such metrics are BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) , NIST (Doddington 2002) , TER (Snover et al. 2006) , METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie 2005) and GTM (General Text Matcher, Turian et al. 2003) . However, metrics are being constantly refined and new proposals are made at a significant rate (cf. Lavie and Przybocki 2009), not least because of the annual competitions organised by, for example, the American National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST 2010) .
The limitations of these automatic metrics are acknowledged to some extent by the MT community, for example: "Automatic metrics have not yet been proved able to consistently predict the usefulness, adequacy, and reliability of MT technologies" (NIST 2010). Way (2009, p. 27 ) also acknowledges that "…while the introduction of automatic evaluation metrics in MT…has largely been beneficial, they have to a large extent taken on too much importance, especially since real translation quality is what we should be concerned with" (my emphasis). MT developers have taken some of the objections on board by, for example, enabling the metrics to consider more than one reference sentence (from its very first days the BLEU metric, for example, used multiple reference sentences), creating composite scores for texts, rather than isolated sentences, and implementing penalties for very short or long sentences or for word order etc.
A more recent development in this field is the estimation of confidence scores by MT systems (Blatz et al. 2004) . In this case, a score is generated by the MT system, without the need for one or more "reference sentences". The translation industry has an interest in this development as accurate scores would allow users to triage MT quality according to their own specific needs. However, how such confidence scores relate to actual post-editing effort has not yet been tested. We will return to this concept in our conclusions.
General text matcher (GTM) and translation edit rate (TER)
For the research reported here, two automatic MT metrics were selected, i.e., GTM or "General Text Matcher" (Turian et al. 2003) and TER or "Translation Edit Rate" (Snover et al. 2006) . GTM is given priority in the analysis (the reasons for this will be explained under "Objectives and Methods") and TER is included as a secondary check of correlation with automatic metrics; here we will provide a brief overview of how both of these metrics work, starting with GTM.
The GTM metric measures similarity between the raw MT output (the "candidate" translation) and the reference sentence using measures of precision, recall and their composite F-measure (the harmonic mean). Precision measures the number of words generated by the MT system that match with words in the reference sentence out of the total number of words generated by the MT system for that segment. Recall measures the number of words generated by the MT system that match with words in the reference translation out of the total number of words in the reference translation. The GTM metric also rewards matching adjacent words. Turian et al. (ibid.) demonstrated that GTM correlates well with human judgements of "adequacy" and "fluency"-two concepts that are frequently used in human evaluation of MT output (Ma and Cieri 2006) . GTM gives a score on a scale of 0-1. The closer the score is to 1, the more similar the MT output is to the reference translation. To demonstrate, Example 1 scored 0.34 using the GTM metric, whereas Example 2 scored 0.91.
Example 1 Source sentence
Click this to decompress, or expand, compressed files as they are backed up.
Raw MT output
Cliquez sur cette option pour decompress ou développer, les fichiers compressés ils sont sauvegardés.
Reference sentence
Permet de décompresser ou développer des fichiers compressés lors de leur sauvegarde.
Example 2 Source sentence
If you delete the backup exec system logon account, you should create a new one that enables you to perform the specified operations and use the agent and applet.
Raw MT output
Si vous supprimez le compte de connexion au système backup exec, vous devez en créer un nouveau qui vous permette d'effectuer les mêmes opérations et d'utiliser l'agent et l'applet.
Reference sentence
Si vous supprimez le compte de connexion au système backupexec, vous devez en créer un nouveau qui vous permette d'effectuer les opérations spécifiées et d'utiliser l'agent et l'applet.
The reason for the low score in Example 1 is the substantial difference between the Raw MT Output and its Reference Sentence; of a total of 14 words in the Raw MT Output, only four are shared with the Reference Sentence, whereas ten words are unique to the Raw MT Output. In terms of "text matching" then, there is a low number of matches between the two. Of the thirty words in the Raw MT Output of Example 2, on the other hand, only four differ in the Reference Sentence, giving a higher text matching score of 0.91.
TER measures the number of edits required to change raw MT output into a reference sentence. One of the objectives of the TER developers was to seek higher correlations with human judges than was possible with other automatic metrics (Snover et al. 2006, p. 223) . TER was selected here because, unlike other metrics such as BLEU, it does not require a large number of reference sentences in order to correlate with human judgements (ibid.). Additionally, it was conceived as a metric that measures the number of edits necessary to convert raw MT into a reference sentence and the effort required by such editing is the focus of our study too. TER and GTM are seen to be similar, with TER differing from GTM in that "TER assigns a lower cost to phrasal shifts […] , and does not explicitly favor longer matching strings" (ibid: 224). The TER score is derived by dividing the number of edits (which can be insertions, deletions, substitutions or shifts in words or phrases) by the average number of reference words. The "best" TER score is 0 (meaning no edits were necessary to transform the raw MT output into the reference sentence) and there is no upper limit on the score. For Example 1 above (many edits required), the TER score is 92.31 while for Example 2 (minimal edits) the score is 14.71.
Objectives and methods
Correlations between automatic metrics and post-editing productivity are often calculated on the basis of human annotation of expected post-editing effort, based on scales such as:
1. Requires complete translation 2. Post-editing quicker than retranslation 3. Little post-editing needed 4. Fit for purpose (Specia et al. 2009a, p. 138) The obvious weaknesses with this approach are that rating is subjective, it may be carried out by participants who have never post-edited before and who, therefore, have limited experiential knowledge from which to make judgements, each rating may be influenced by the previous rating, and fatigue or boredom may influence the motivation of raters. Even in cases where actual post-editing effort is captured this is sometimes done with participants who are not trained translators (see, for example, Koehn 2010) and so has limited application to the behaviour of professional translators. The objective of this exploratory study was to test for correlations between the specific automatic metrics mentioned above and actual post-editing productivity of professional translators. In the following section we explain the tools and methods employed to record productivity.
MT system and editor
The research was carried out within the Centre for Next Generation Localisation (CNGL 1 ) and the industrial partners included Alchemy (a localisation tool developer who provided the editing tool and funding) and VistaTEC (a localisation service provider who funded the professional post-editors). This set up meant that specific tools were availed of to measure post-editing productivity: the research-based, data-driven MT system developed within the CNGL was used as the MT engine (Du et al. 2009 ). A version of this system is also available as a free, open-source example-based MT system (Forcada 2010). The editing interface used was Alchemy Catalyst (version 8.0), which is commonly used by technical translators who work in the localisation field (see Fig. 1 ). 
Corpus and automatic metrics
A corpus of 55,000 sentence pairs of English-French translation was made available by a research collaborator in the IT domain. 45,000 sentence pairs were used to tune the MT system to the specific domain and 10,000 were reserved as a test set. This test set was randomly selected from the whole translation memory based on source (English) sentence length distribution, i.e., the sentence length in the 10,000 test set corpus has the same distribution as the whole 55,000 sentence corpus.
As previously mentioned, the automatic metrics GTM and TER were used. GTM was selected for a number of reasons: In previous research, GTM was found to have the highest correlation with post-editing speed when compared with other automatic metrics (Tatsumi 2009 ) and it has been found to have high correlation with human judgements of adequacy and fluency (Turian et al. 2003) . In addition, it is in use by the company who donated the corpus as an a posteriori validator of the post-editing effort. By referring to GTM scores and correlating them with the actual post-editing effort recorded, we were able to test its accuracy as a validator of effort.
From the 10,000 sentence test set, 995 sentences were randomly selected based on the distribution of GTM scores, i.e., the distribution of GTM scores in this 995-sentence corpus is the same as that of the 10K-testset corpus. As GTM scores were already generated for the corpus, they were used as a basis for dividing the test set into the following categories:
• Sentences falling into a GTM Low score category. This was arbitrarily defined as those scores falling between 0 and 0.4.
• Sentences falling into a GTM Medium score category, i.e., less than 0.8 and greater than 0.41.
• Sentences falling into a GTM High score category, i.e., 0.81-1.
Of course, this categorisation is arbitrary, but to set up a controlled eye tracking experiment there was a need to categorise the segments in some way, using some logic. For the post-editing task, we needed to ensure that there was an equal representation of segments across the GTM scale to test for correlations with productivity. Also, as the post-editing task was time-limited, we had to ensure that the small number of segments represented the entire GTM scale. As GTM scores are based on a scale from 0, the lowest point, to 1, the highest point, it seemed logical to select an equal number of segments from a low, medium and high point on the scale. The difficulty here is in deciding what "low", "medium" and "high" is. 2 For our purposes, we decided that a GTM score of 0.4 and below was a "low" score and 0.8-1 was a "high" score. The "medium" category is anything in-between. Clearly, this categorisation is open to revision, but it was useful for this exploratory study and for setting up the post-editing task in a relatively controlled manner.
The rationale for including the TER metric was given earlier. While GTM was used to categorise and select the segments to be included in the post-editing task, TER was only used in a post-task test for correlations with productivity and for comparison with GTM.
As funding for the payment of post-editors was limited, 20 segments were randomly selected from each of these categories, making 60 segments (or 782 source words) in total for the post-editing task. 3 Nine additional segments (three from each category) were selected for a post-editing warm-up task which was used to familiarise participants with the experimental set-up.
A glossary of 38 terms was then created and added to the Catalyst environment so that the post-editors would know that any specialised terms encountered were reliable. The source segments were presented in random order for post-editing and no time constraints were imposed.
Post-editor profile
Seven native speakers of French who work primarily as professional translators and/or reviewers were recruited through VistaTEC. Care was taken to ensure that they had as similar a profile as possible in terms of domain experience, familiarity with Catalyst, post-editing experience, professional qualifications etc. Ethics approval was applied for and granted through the relevant ethics committee and all participants signed a consent form. Anonymity was guaranteed and participants were paid the going rate for their time.
Procedure for measuring effort
It has been suggested in research into post-editing that "effort" should not just be measured by task time, but that cognitive effort (i.e., mental processing) and technical effort (i.e., keyboarding) should also be factored in (Krings 2001) . This is typically where industry-led and academic-led research on the topic diverge. The former is primarily interested in how long the task takes (and how much it costs), whereas the latter is also interested in the cognitive load. For the research reported here, temporal effort in the form of processing speed (i.e., number of words post-edited per second) and cognitive effort in the form of eye-tracking data were included. The use of eye-tracking data as an indicator of cognitive load is well established (Rayner 1998; Radach et al. 2004) and is based on Just and Carpenter's (1980) eye-mind hypothesis, i.e., that there is no appreciable lag between where the eye is fixating and what is being processed, especially in information processing or visual search tasks.
In this instance, eye tracking involved the use of specialist non-intrusive equipment (the Tobii 1750 eye tracker), which looks just like a normal computer monitor. Post-editors sat facing the monitor and completed the post-editing task and, while doing so, the monitor tracked their eye movements, the number of fixations and length of time spent in fixations. Although the post-editors knew that their eye movements were being recorded, they could not see any trace of this on the screen as they worked.
"Fixations" are defined as: "eye movements which stabilize the retina over a stationary object of interest" (Duchowski 2003, p. 43 ) and the more there are and the longer the time spent in fixations, the more difficulty the reader or translator is assumed to be experiencing (for further information on eye tracking-related research in translation studies, see Mees et al. 2009; Göpferich et al. 2008 ). Number and length of time in fixations have been shown to correlate well with cognitive effort in different domains (Rayner 1998; Radach et al. 2004) . However, what constitutes a "significant" fixation, i.e., one that really demonstrates cognitive processing, is not agreed. For example, Alves et al. (2009, p. 272) point out that studies in information processing during reading "report that average fixations in reading activities usually range from 200 to 250 ms" but that work done by Jensen et al. (2009) led the latter to suggest a lower threshold of 175 ms. Although translation involves more than just reading, the current proposed length from reading research of 200 ms was employed here based on the knowledge that eye-tracking studies of reading have a longer tradition than those of translation processes. The issue of what a valid fixation length is for measuring translation-related processes is one that cannot be solved in this paper.
The analysis of fixation data was carried out using the eye tracking software analysis tool, Tobii Studio (v. 2.0.4). Figure 1 shows the Catalyst user interface used in the experiment. Figure 1 also includes a superimposed heat map for all participants for the post-editing of Medium GTM segments (heat maps for Low GTM and High GTM scores were similar). The sections labelled as 'red' (indicating a 'hot' area for fixations) account for 524 fixations in total while those labelled 'yellow' ('warm') represent the next most fixated area followed by 'green' ('cool'). 4 It can be seen that most fixations (logically) occur on the Edit Window, where the source segment and raw MT target segment are displayed, along with the Translator Toolbar. The next highest number of fixations is for the List View (which displays the target translations in order of occurrence and their status symbol) as well as the Glossary Window. 
Results

Processing speed
Processing speed was measured by capturing the exact start and end times of each segment for each participant in Tobii Studio by replaying the AVI files recorded during the eye tracking session. The time in seconds was then divided by the number of words to get the measurement of words per second. While one of the most common ways of measuring translation or post-editing productivity is in words per day and not words per second, both funding limitations and the use of an eye tracker meant that a whole-day task could not be set. Also, the GTM and TER scores were assigned to each segment and we were interested in testing the correlations between these segment-level scores and post-editing productivity, as well as between groups of segments and productivity. For all of these reasons words per second was selected as the measure. From this measurement, words per hour or per day can be extrapolated, but this assumes a consistent level of throughput throughout the day, something that is questionable. One issue that has to be tackled is the fact that words are of varying lengths. We normalised the processing speed also by number of characters in order to reduce the effect of varying word length. The results per character confirmed the results per word and so only the latter are reported here. Figure 2 shows average processing speed data (for all participants and all segments) along with the median value and standard deviations for each category of GTM score (low, medium, high).
The processing speed data suggest that there is a decreasing temporal post-editing effort from low, to medium, to high GTM scores. The differences between all GTM categories were found to be significant for processing speed. 5 We also examined the processing speed data for correlations with TER scores. Readers are reminded that the best possible TER score is 0, so the higher the TER score, the more "edits" are required to convert the raw output to a reference sentence. As the Fig. 3 Average TER score and processing speed (words per second) for each category TER score increases, then, we would expect average processing speed to decrease, if TER is a good predictor of post-editing effort measured in time. Figure 3 shows the trend for average TER score (converted to a % value for the sake of comparison with the words per second scale) and average processing speed for each group category. As can be seen, the higher the TER score, the lower the processing speed (in words per second) and vice versa.
This result confirms the results using the GTM score categorisation. It is interesting to note that in both cases, the difference in average processing speed between the "low" and "medium" categories is relatively small whereas the difference between "medium" and "high" is substantial. We will return to this issue when analysing the eye tracking data.
Figures 2 and 3 present average processing speed results for the group of segments categorised as Low, Medium and High. It is useful to analyse the data on a segment basis to see if there are correlations between TER scores and average processing speed on an individual segment basis. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the TER scores and average words per second across participants for the individual Low, Medium and High segments. 6 In Figures 4, 5, and 6, we would hope to see an opposite trend for processing speed vis-à-vis TER scores. This is evident for some individual segments (e.g. L2, L3, L8), where, when the TER score goes up the processing speed drops or vice versa, but this does not hold true for all segments. A Spearman's rho correlation 7 confirms that there is little correlation on a segment level between TER scores and processing speed (−0.00 for "Low", −0.02 for "Medium", −0.01 for "High"). On the other hand, a Spearman's rho correlation for the group averages of TER scores and processing speed shows a high, negative correlation (−1.00, significant at the 0.01 level). A tentative conclusion from this is that automatic metrics like GTM and TER may be good predictors of post-editing speed for groups of segments lying within bands of scores, but they are not exact predictors on a segment-by-segment basis.
Average fixation time
Average Fixation Time is the average length of time spent fixating on an "area of interest" (AOI) within the Catalyst UI. For this study, the AOI was defined as the Edit, TM and Glossary Windows of the Alchemy Catalyst user interface (see Fig. 1 ). As mentioned earlier, time spent in fixations is seen to be a good indicator of cognitive effort. This measurement is used extensively in, for example, studies of reading effort (Rayner 1998; Radach et al. 2004) . Generally, the longer the time spent in fixations, the higher the level of cognitive processing. 8 Before examining the results for Average Fixation Time, we first need to look at the average sentence length for each category. Table 1 reveals that there are some differences between sentence lengths.
Segments falling into the "Low GTM" category have a lower number of words on average than the other two. 9 It is worth recalling here that previous research (especially in the field of Controlled Language) has shown that short segments (usually defined as four words or fewer) can be problematic for MT (cf. Gdaniec 1994; Underwood and Jongejan 2001; O'Brien 2003) and this might explain why the low-scoring segments have a relatively low average sentence length. Given this difference in average sentence length across categories, we examine Average Fixation Time per word (Fig. 7) . The average time (in seconds) spent fixating in each category is divided by the total number of source words in that category (131 for "Low", 357 for "Medium" and 384 for "High").
When normalised by sentence length, we can see that the average time spent in fixations is highest for segments in the "Low GTM" category, followed by "Medium" and then by "High". These results concur with those for processing speed.
Fixation count
Data for fixation counts are presented in Table 2 (per participant) and Table 3 (averages across participants). In general, the more fixations there are, the more processing effort is assumed to be taking place. While it would appear that the Medium category required more fixations than the other two, we again need to take into account the differences in sentence lengths across categories. Figure 8 presents average fixation counts normalised for sentence length.
As with the measurements for processing speed and average fixation time, we see that the "Low GTM" category requires the most fixations per word (and in theory then also the most effort) and "High" the least.
It is worth noting that for each of these measures of productivity, the "Medium" category was closer to the measures for "Low" than for "High". The possible reasons for this are explored below.
Summary and discussion of measurements
Average processing speed, fixation time and fixation count per word suggested significant correlations with the GTM categories of Low, Medium and High. In addition, a correlation was seen between TER scores and processing speed for each category. We could tentatively conclude from this that the GTM and TER scores are both fair predictors of post-editing productivity. However, as shown in Figs. 4 , 5, and 6, TER is a more reliable predictor for a band of scores than for individually scored segments. The implications here are that if MT users want to estimate productivity based on such automatic metric scores (or on confidence scores), they may have to do this on the level of groups of segments rather than on individual segment scores.
For average processing speed, fixation time and fixation count per word, we noted that the results for the "Medium" category were closer to that of "Low" than to that of "High". We can discount average sentence length as a factor here since the average for the "Medium" category (17.85) was closer to that of "High" (19.20) , yet the productivity for the former was closer to that of the "Low" category (average 6.55). It is possible that the arbitrary GTM score band selected for the category "Medium" needs revision upwards and that this GTM score band cannot be considered, from a post-editing productivity viewpoint, to represent "Medium" effort. This needs further study. Another potential explanation is that segments that receive high GTM or TER scores (defined here as 0.81-1 for GTM or 0.2-0 for TER) are exponentially easier to post-edit than segments receiving lower scores.
Conclusions and suggestions for further research
General conclusions
Processing speed, average fixation time and fixation count per word were shown to correlate well with the GTM and TER bands of scores in this study. This provides some evidence that there are reasonable correlations between machine translation automatic metrics (at least GTM/TER) and actual post-editing productivity and, subject to further research and confirmation, means that we can rely on metrics like GTM/TER to reasonably reflect post-editing productivity. However, their accuracy on the level of the individual segment is open to question. There is some evidence that the post-editing effort required for high-scoring segments is exponentially lower compared to lower scoring segments.
Limitations
This study was exploratory in nature and the findings are consequently limited to one language pair and direction, one domain, one MT system and two automatic metrics. In addition, although seven professional translators with a similar profile were a very valuable asset for this study, the study "population" is quite limited. We would suggest that scaled up research is required before any generalisations can be made. We have not analysed the quality of the post-edited products for this project, but this analysis will be carried out and it is our intention to publish the results. Since eye tracking technology was used in this study, the task was controlled to avoid confounding variables (e.g. there was a relatively short task time, no second-pass revision time was factored in, see O'Brien 2009 for further details on restrictions associated with eye tracking studies). This would have had some impact on the nature of the task, though we feel that the impact would not be significant enough to invalidate the results obtained.
Further research
Control for sentence length
While distribution of sentence length was controlled for when selecting the 10,000-word corpus, it was not specifically controlled for in the 995-segment or 60-segment corpus. It transpired that the segments scoring low GTM scores in both the 995-and 60-segment corpus had significantly shorter sentence lengths when compared with the other two categories. We have compensated for this by analysing measures on a per word or character basis. Future research could apply more control for sentence length. Additionally, the general relation between GTM/TER scores and sentence lengths also requires further investigation.
Moving from reference sentences to confidence scores
One of the primary drawbacks of automatic metrics is that they need a human-generated translation against which to compare the raw MT output. Therefore, their use is limited to cases where corpora of previous translations already exist. The metrics are, therefore, primarily used to measure advances in system development, to compare systems, or to tune systems (Way 2009, p. 27 ) rather than to predict the quality produced by the MT system and to estimate productivity. As mentioned in the Introduction, this issue is being tackled by commercial MT system developers, such as Asia Online, and by researchers whose MT systems are now producing "confidence scores" without the use of reference sentences (Specia et al. 2010 (Specia et al. , 2009a Bach et al. 2008; Blatz et al. 2004 ). This field is known as "Confidence Estimation" (Specia et al. 2009a) . Confidence scores are generated by the MT system, based on information accumulated during the machine translation cycle. Examples of the features used to generate a confidence score are: source and target sentence lengths and their ratios; source and target sentence type/token ratios; source and target percentages of numbers, content words and non-content words (for a fuller list, see Specia et al. 2009a, p. 138) . The score will indicate how "confident" the MT system is that the raw output is of "good" or "bad" quality. Assuming such confidence scores correlate well with post-editing productivity, they could be used to plan for the amount of time required to post-edit to a specified level of quality. This is where the vacuum exists: only a small body of research exists reporting on correlations between post-editing productivity and automatic measures such as BLEU, GTM, TER etc. and very little has to date been done on confidence estimation and actual post-editing productivity, where the trend has been to guess at how much effort might be required rather than to actually measure the effort. It is this vacuum that we hope to at least have partially filled here by examining correlations between an automatic metric and post-editing productivity. The next steps would be to scale this research up to cover other language pairs and MT engines, but also to test correlations between the MT-system generated confidence scores and actual post-editing effort.
Testing and tuning thresholds
We have speculated above that segments given high GTM or TER scores are exponentially easier to post-edit. This hypothesis needs further testing. It would be very useful to know what the threshold score is for segments that are exponentially easier to post-edit. This knowledge might be useful not only in the technical translation and localisation sectors, but could also be used by individual translators (whether professional or novice) to personalise (or tune) their own tolerance threshold for MT quality. Tuning may be relevant for taking account of post-editor experience levels, as suggested by Specia et al. (2009a) , where only very good quality output would actually improve the fastest translators' productivity whereas even medium quality output might help a less experienced post-editor.
It is to be expected that not only level of expertise, but also translation context and quality expectations would all have an impact on the level of acceptability of the raw MT quality.
